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ABSTRACT 
Ladies' cricket is a bat-and-ball game played between two groups of eleven players on 

a field at the focal point of which is a 20-meter (22-yard) pitch with a wicket at each end, 
each containing two bails adjusted on three stumps. The batting side scores runs by striking 
the ball bowled at the wicket with the bat, while the bowling and handling side attempts to 
forestall this and excuse every player (so they are "out"). Meansof excusal incorporate being 
bowled, when the ball hits the stumps and unsticks the bails, and by the handling side 
getting the ball after it is hit by the bat, yet before it hits the ground. At the point when ten 
players have been excused, the innings closes and the groups trade jobs. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

There are different arrangements going from Twenty20, played over a couple of hours 
with each group batting for a solitary innings of 20 overs, to Test matches, played more than 
five days with limitless overs and the groups each batting for two innings of limitless length. 
Generally Women's cricketers play on the whole white unit, yet in restricted overs Women's 
cricket they wear club or group tones. Notwithstanding the essential unit, a few players wear 
defensive stuff to forestall injury brought about by the ball, which is a hard, strong spheroid 
made of packed calfskin with a somewhat raised sewn crease encasing a stopper center 
which is layered with firmly twisted string.  

Verifiably, Women's cricket's roots are unsure and the most punctual unequivocal 
reference is in south-east England in the sixteenth century. It spread around the world with 
the extension of the British Empire, prompting the main worldwide matches in the second 
50% of the nineteenth century. The game's overseeing body is the International Women's 
cricket Council (ICC), which has more than 100 individuals, twelve of which are full 
individuals who play Test matches. The game's guidelines are held in a code called the Laws 
of Women's cricket which is claimed and kept up by Marylebone Women's cricket Club 
(MCC) in London. The game is followed basically in the Indian subcontinent, Australasia, the 
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United Kingdom, southern Africa and the West Indies, its globalization happening during the 
development of the British Empire and staying famous into the 21st century. Ladies' cricket, 
which is coordinated and played independently, has additionally accomplished worldwide 
norm.  

 
Root of Women's cricket  

Having started in south-east England, it turned into the country's public game in the 
eighteenth century and has grown internationally in the nineteenth and twentieth hundreds 
of years. Global matches have been played since 1844 and Test Women's cricket started, 
reflectively perceived, in 1877.  

Ladies' cricket was likely made during Saxon or Norman occasions by youngsters living 
in the Weald, a region of thick forests and clearings in south-east England that lies across 
Kent and Sussex. The primary unequivocal reference is dated Monday, 17 January 1597 ("Old 
Style" Julian date, the year likening to 1598 in the advanced schedule).  

There have been a few hypotheses about the game's beginnings including some that it 
was made in France or Flanders. The most punctual of these theoretical references is dated 
Thursday, 10 March 1300 and concerns the future King Edward II playing at "creag and 
different games" in both Westminster and Newenden. 

 
Methodology of Women’s cricket 

The object of the game is to score runs when at bat and to put out, or excuse, the 
contradicting batsmen when in the field. The Women's cricket rules showed on this page 
here are for the customary type of Women's cricket which is designated "Test Women's 
cricket". Test Women's cricket is a game that ranges more than two innings. This implies that 
one group needs to bowl the other group out twice and score more runs then them to 
dominate the game. Another vital distinction between test Women's cricket and different 
types of Women's cricket is the length of the innings. In test Women's cricket there is no 
restriction to the innings length. Though in one day Women's cricket& Twenty20 Women's 
cricket there are a sure measure of overs per innings. As far as possible in test Women's 
cricket is a multi day length. Before the game starts an authority will flip a coin. The skipper 
who surmises the right half of the coin will at that point pick on the off chance that they 
need to bat or handle first. One group will at that point bat while the other will bowl and 
field. The point of the batting group is to score runs while the point of the handling group is 
to bowl ten people out and close the batting groups' innings. In spite of the fact that there 
are eleven people in each group just ten people should be bowled out as you can't have one 
individual batting alone. Batting is done two by two. 
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Technologies in Women’s cricket 
1. Hot Spot 

The Snicko was not considered as accurate enough, hence the Hot Spot was 
introduced to Women’s cricket. It is an infra-red imaging system used to determine where 
the ball has struck before going to the fielder. The infra-red image shows a bright spot 
where contact friction from the ball has elevated the local temperature. 

Where referrals to an off-field third umpire are permitted, the expertise is used to 
enhance the on-field umpire's decision-making accuracy. Where referrals are not 
permitted, the expertise is used primarily as an analysis aid for televised coverage. 

 
2. Hawk Eye (UDSC) 

This expertise is widely used among popular sports like Women’s cricket, Tennis, 
Soccer, Hurling and more for visually tracking the ball and display a record of its statistical 
path through movie image. Developed by Dr Paul Hawkins from the UK, the system was 
originally implemented in 2001 for making the television broadcast more interactive. 

The expertise works via six or seven powerful cameras, normally positioned on the 
underside of the stadium roof, which track the ball from different angles. The video from 
the six cameras is then triangulated and combined to create a three-dimensional 
representation of the trajectory of the ball. Hawk-Eye is not infallible and is accurate to 
within 5mm (0.19-inch) but is generally trusted as an impartial second opinion in Women’s 
cricket. 

 
Assistances in Women’s cricket 
Batting Assistances 

Bounce Woolmer, previous lead trainer of the South African Women's cricket crew, 
wrote in "The Art and Science of Women's cricket," that batting has five essential standards: 
"Watch the ball, keep your head still on arrival of the ball, judge length precisely, permit 
your hands to lead your body and feet into the right position and select the right shot."  

Your grasp on the bat should feel normal, utilizing a similar pressure as when you get 
the bat starting from the earliest stage. Attempt to unwind at the wrinkle since strain will 
confine your development and contrarily affect your procedure. Lift the bat up as the bowler 
draws near, keep your head actually, center around the ball and submit completely to the 
shot you select. 

 
Bowling Assistances 

Whether you're a fast bowler, medium-paced bowler who swings the ball in the air or 
spin bowler who gets the ball to move dramatically off the pitch, bowling has a foundation of 
Assistances that each player must learn. Woolmer wrote that by focusing on "momentum, 
balance and timing" within the context of the run-up, the set-up, the-unfold, the delivery 
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and the follow through, bowlers will become consistent and accurate and will be able to take 
wickets. 

 
Other Fielding Assistances 

Picking the ball up quickly and efficiently and throwing the ball at the wickets are the 
other Assistances required to be a good fielder. 

A quick pickup requires short steps as you approach the ball. Bend your knees, place 
your strongest foot alongside the ball and pick it up with one hand. 

Woolmer explains that "the ideal throw is the one used in baseball," where you draw 
the ball back over the shoulder "so it faces backward" before unwinding the arm and 
throwing it straight over the shoulder at the target. 

 
CONCLUSION 

Women’s cricket can be played for competition or for fun. Women’s cricket is a good 
sport for developing overall fitness, stamina and hand–eye coordination. Women’s 
cricket uses a hard ball, so protective gear should be worn to avoid injury. 
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